Design requirements and challenges for intelligent power wheelchair use in crowds: learning from expert wheelchair users
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INTRODUCTION

An intelligent or smart power wheelchair is normally built on a standard power wheelchair with additional modules for perception, navigation or interaction purposes [1]. It adds autonomy to the wheelchair and provides a technical solution to the safety concerns, thus opening the possibility for people who are considered not suitable to use a standard power wheelchair. Although the research in this field has been going on for decades, most of them focus on dealing with static or simple dynamic environments [1]–[4]. In addition, the role of the user is sometimes overlooked during the design and development process [1].

In our project, we aim to design a user-centred intelligent wheelchair and extend its application area to one of the most difficult scenarios faced by wheelchair users, navigating among crowds [9]. As we start the process of designing a smart wheelchair, we present the results of an initial study with expert wheelchair users1 to gain insights into their design requirements and challenges when navigating in crowds.

METHOD

A qualitative exploratory study using semi-structured interviews and focus groups was conducted. The study was approved by UCLIC Research Ethics Committee.

In total, 15 wheelchair users were recruited, each with more than 8 years of experience. Participants had no cognitive or visual impairment and were English speakers. 12 participants took part in a 30-minute semi-structured interview while 3 joined a 1-hour focus group discussion. Table 1 shows the demographic data of the participants.

For the semi-structured interview, open-ended questions and probes were developed based on the previous studies and the researchers’ experience. The questions started by asking about the wheelchair user’s experience in driving in crowds, whether they find it difficult and how they managed in such a scenario. Participants were then shown an image of our intelligent wheelchair prototype (see Figure 2) together with a short explanatory video demonstrating a simulated wheelchair navigating in a crowded hall and street. We then asked general questions regarding opinions on such a wheelchair, followed by detailed questions related to specific features and potential challenges in various crowd scenarios. A similar process was taken for the focus group, while additional questions related to intelligent wheelchair ethics were asked. Each interview dataset was coded using NVivo and was analyzed for general impressions, emerging themes using thematic analysis [5].

Table 1. Demographic data of wheelchair users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheelchair users (n=15)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>46.3±12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female: n=4, Male: n=11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>24±9.3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULT

After analysing the data, three themes emerged, each focusing on a challenging area.

**Challenge 1: People’s lack of awareness.**
When analyzing the interview data, we noticed that crowds do not only emerge as one of the most difficult scenarios, but also one of the scenarios where most collisions happened. All participants admitted driving in crowds is a problem and that they all had collisions with people. However, 7 wheelchair users think the problem is more associated with people’s lack of awareness and understanding of the wheelchair, rather than the control of the wheelchair itself. P1 described this as common in many crowded scenarios. "If you are in a wheelchair, you become invisible and people just don’t see you….”(P1), “Especially in places such as airport and train stations, people may not see you and they will fall on you.” (P3).

Some shared their strategies for dealing with “unresponsive people”, which includes “increase the seat height” (n=3), “increase the driving speed so that people can notice me” (n=3) and “use my voice to warn people” (n=5). However, many of them admitted these are not the best solution and raised some concerns such as stability issues and social acceptance (See Table 2). When asked about adding an extra audio/visual system to the wheelchair, most interviewees think it could be helpful, but such a design should be effective and not obstructive.

### Table 3. Potential solutions and concerns for increasing people’s awareness of the wheelchair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential solution</th>
<th>Concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase the seat level</td>
<td>Stability and transport difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the driving speed</td>
<td>Safety, social acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional audio/visual signals</td>
<td>Draw too much attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Challenge 2: Level of autonomy, safety and social capability**

Participants’ view of an intelligent wheelchair and their response towards desired features showed a challenge of balancing the level of autonomy, safety and the wheelchair’s social capability.

In general, wheelchair users are supportive for the idea of automation, “If it is good, it can be safer and more time efficient.”(P7), “Probably able to react faster than I would be able to react.”(P3), while most of them expressed the desire to have a certain degree of control, “I don’t want it to be fully-autonomous, it will make me feel like a cargo. (P4)”, “I prefer to have control over my wheelchair. It (the autonomy) should only come when needed, for example when I am tired. (P6)”. Two wheelchair users pointed out that such autonomy should be designed based on the user’s capability and have context awareness. P3 stated that the whole point of the smart technology is it should enhance what a user can already do.

An interesting finding comes from the crowd scenario. 5 participants showed some preference towards higher autonomy in complex environments such as crowds. “In crowds, maybe I don’t want it to be shared-controlled as most probably it will keep stopping...It would be better if I can select some common routes and the chair will take me there automatically.” (P7)

We further asked participants to imagine being in crowds, whether the wheelchair should have the capability of predicting surrounding pedestrians’ trajectory and navigating in a social way. While most wheelchair users indicated their preference towards such a feature and thought it is desirable as it would cause minimum disturbance to other people, a small number of participants mentioned that they intentionally want to cause some disturbance in places such as bus stops and social events, as a way to inform people of the occurrence of the wheelchair.

A few of them also voiced their concerns about such a feature. “It is still a challenge for the robot to predict pedestrians’ future movement, so it makes more sense to simply follow someone... (P5). P4 pointed out that the social capability is not only to understand the pedestrians, but also to understand its user’s intention in a social context. “Sometimes the system doesn’t realize that you have perceived an issue and they will do something that you think is irresponsible. For example, you could have a collision avoidance system that is doing the best to avoid you running into a wall, but actually you are trying to get closer to the wall because you are trying to avoid a child running on the pavement, and sometimes stopping might not be an easy option”.

**Challenge 3: Ethics**

The discussion of self-driving car ethics has lasted for years. Similarly, the ethics of intelligent wheelchairs, especially their use in crowds, is still a challenge. However, as the speed limit for a power wheelchair (6km/h in
UK) is much lower than the one for a car, the ethical dilemma of choosing between “protecting the user” (self-protective) or “save more lives” (utilitarian) may no longer exist, or at least lead to fewer consequences. Instead, an interesting ethics question here would be for a shared-controlled wheelchair where the user and the onboard intelligence are both involved in the decision making, what if the user’s decision contradicts the system’s decision. Under the assumption that the system’s decision guarantees user safety, we noticed it could lead to two consequences: Pedestrian confusion and user confusion. P15 described the first consequence by raising concerns about being misunderstood. “When the wheelchair does something out of my intention and that causes unhappiness of other people, I don’t want people to think it is what I intend to do and I’m a bad guy.” In terms of the second consequence, most participants think although it is acceptable, it may make them feel uncomfortable and even lose trust in the system. On the other hand, this ethical question is closely related to our previous challenge of finding the right balance among safety, user autonomy, and social capability. As mentioned by P4, what if both the human and the wheelchair user’s decisions can be supported but with different reasons? Although it is still a challenging question to answer, P13 highlighted that the system’s decision should not be super-human. “I think if the wheelchair disobedies the user’s command due to perceived danger, it should not do anything more than what competent (able-bodied) people would do on their own.”

**DISCUSSION**

Examining the views of wheelchair users, we identified three challenges. Although an optimal solution to all the questions may not exist, we would like to propose some general requirements for the next stage of intelligent wheelchair design.

**Requirement 1**: *Increase pedestrians’ awareness with a technique that is effective but not obstructive.*

Though improvement on the navigation algorithm is the key to guarantee safe driving in crowds, we believe it is equally important to make the wheelchair been “seen”. To achieve this, our findings suggest that intuitive, effective and less disturbing ways of communication should be developed. This requirement is also supported by the findings from Kayukawa et al. (2019)’s work where they designed a navigation notification system for blind people using the beep sound. Their study indicated that though it is effective in avoiding collision by drawing people’s attention, it is annoying if the sound went off too frequent. 

In addition, the design should take into account the context difference. For example, the social acceptance of using audio feedback may be higher in train stations and shopping mall compared to quieter place like hospital.

**Requirement 2**: *The balance among safety, user autonomy and social capability need to be considered with care.*

Increasing pedestrians’ awareness is as important as the level of assistance should be based on the user’s capability and the environment. In crowds, there is a preference towards higher autonomy while in other situations, users prefer to have more control. This implies an adaptable and modifiable design would be desirable. Adding social features to the wheelchair could help to achieve smooth and socially accepted maneuvers, but it should be based on user preference and allow user intervention when needed. As such technique is still challenging, a simple human-following function could also be helpful. 

One of the most distinctive features of an intelligent wheelchair is its autonomy. In general, state-of-art intelligent wheelchairs are classified into full-autonomy [6], [7] or shared-controlled [3], [8]. The latter was proposed as previous studies indicated a need for users to feel in control of their wheelchair instead of feeling being driven like a cargo.

In this study, our finding is consistent with previous research in the sense that most wheelchair users expressed the desire to have more user autonomy in a simple environment and think a certain amount of assistance can be helpful. They also agreed that the level of autonomy should depend on the user’s capability and the scenario [9], [10].

Different from previous studies where the intelligent wheelchair navigates in a simple environment, our study focusses on navigation in crowds. Learning from state-of-the-art research on robot social navigation, the decision-making process involves more than reactive collision avoidance, but also pedestrian trajectory prediction and social norm understanding [11], [12]. When it comes to the context of a wheelchair, these requirements also seem necessary as they are consistent with the natural action of expert wheelchair users when they use their wheelchairs in crowds. Unlike a robot, the intelligent wheelchair involves a user in the decision loop, which leads to a question: Whether the system should do more than simple collision avoidance or do we leave these high-level requirements to the user? In other words, should an intelligent wheelchair have the capability to navigate socially, or it is better to leave this decision to the user? Although our findings suggested a preference towards the
former option, we believe it should be designed with care and some simple social features such as "people following" could be used as a starting point.

**Requirement 3**: Towards an ethical intelligent wheelchair, the system should have human-level decision-making ability, be able to communicate its decision to the user as well as surrounding pedestrians.

Our findings suggested that in a shared-control mode, the disagreement between the user and the onboard intelligence could lead to user and pedestrian confusions, which may even cause consequences such as misunderstanding and loosing trust in the system. In the case of autonomous vehicle, Shariff et al. (2017) suggested that the trust issue is due to the lack of system transparency which can be improved by building communication between the passenger and the vehicle [13]. Similarly, in the case of an intelligent wheelchair, we believe it is essential to build communication between the wheelchair and the surrounding pedestrians, as well as between the user and the wheelchair.

One limitation of such a study is that participants’ understanding of an intelligent wheelchair is solely based on our description and the video demonstration. It could be difficult for them to imagine their response without experiencing such a device. For example, a preference for near-full autonomy in crowds may be based on a misconception of how shared control would work in practice. Since most extant examples of shared control involve halting the wheelchair when encountering an obstacle, it may be difficult to envision more modern approaches that produce a smooth trajectory through a crowd.

**CONCLUSION**

By involving expert wheelchair users in this study, we identified potential challenges and design requirements of a “crowd-navigable intelligent wheelchair”. Despite generally optimistic views of what intelligent power wheelchairs could achieve, users emphasised three challenges including increasing pedestrian awareness, a suitable level of assistance which balances safety, user autonomy and social capability, as well as developing an ethical wheelchair. While prescription guidelines mean that direct control on traditional power wheelchairs may not be feasible for patients with some impairments, we believe this has clear implications and offers opportunities for the next stage of intelligent wheelchair design.
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